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THE ACCURACY OF BREAST VOLUME MEASUREMENT
METHODS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Choppin, S B, Wheat, J S, Gee, M, Goyal, A

ABSTRACT
Breast volume is a key metric in breast surgery and there are a number of different methods which measure it.
However, a lack of knowledge regarding a method’s accuracy and comparability has made it difficult to
establish a clinical standard. We have performed a systematic review of the literature to examine the various
techniques for measurement of breast volume and to assess their accuracy and usefulness in clinical practice.
Each of the fifteen studies we identified had more than ten live participants and assessed volume
measurement accuracy using a gold-standard based on the volume, or mass, of a mastectomy specimen. Many
of the studies from this review report large (> 200 ml) uncertainty in breast volume and many fail to assess
measurement accuracy using appropriate statistical tools. Of the methods assessed, MRI scanning consistently
demonstrated the highest accuracy with three studies reporting errors lower than 10% for small (250 ml),
medium (500 ml) and large (1,000 ml) breasts. However, as a high-cost, non-routine assessment other
methods may be more appropriate.

INTRODUCTION
Breast volume has been identified as a key metric [1] in breast surgery [2,3]. As a clinically relevant [4]
objective measure, knowledge of breast volume helps a surgeon to select protocols, choose appropriate
implant sizes[5] and achieve breast symmetry[6]. It can be used to plan aesthetic [3,7–13] and breast
conservation surgeries [7,9,12,14–19] and in the diagnosis of breast oedema [20,21]. The use of breast volume
may lead to reductions in repeat surgeries (around 1 in 3 women in the UK are not satisfied with aesthetic
outcome[22]) and better diagnosis of breast oedema.
The breast is a three-dimensional (3D) structure and difficult to assess accurately. Variations in patient pose
[23], breast shape [2] and in identifying the breast boundary [24] (external and posterior chest wall) cause
variability in volume measurement.
Several methods have been proposed to assess breast volume through the use of medical imaging technology
[25], devices based on geometric measurement [26], water displacement techniques [27–29] and breast casts
[30,31]. There is no ‘accepted’ technique for measurement of breast volume due to a lack of clear information
regarding the accuracy and comparability of each method. This has limited the use of breast volume
measurement methods in routine clinical practice. Large errors negatively impact a surgeon’s ability to
determine, for example, the appropriate size of breast implant or the quantity of tissue to be removed. In
addition, ease of use, cost and complexity [12] cannot be dismissed.
Many advocates of particular methods of volume measurement describe them as ‘accurate’ without assessing
or quantifying error [26,27,29,30]. Several authors have, however, made comparisons to determine accuracy.
We performed a systematic review of the literature to examine the various techniques for measurement of
breast volume and to assess their accuracy and usefulness in clinical practice.
Two other systematic reviews which assess breast volume measurement have been identified. Xi et al. [46]
reviewed methods of breast measurement (volume, shape and surface area) with regards to cost, suitability
and accuracy. However, accuracy was not dealt with in detail (focusing on reliability as the coefficient of
variation) and papers were not excluded based on the quality of gold-standard. O’Connell et al. [47] focused

on 3D surface imaging methods used in breast volume assessment (referred to as 3D scanning in this study).
While accuracy is discussed, other methods of volume measurement are not considered.
Due to the difficulties in finding a consistent method of assessing accuracy, Xi et al. proposed to assess a
method’s potential for accurate measurement by its definition of the external breast boundary and the
internal posterior wall. According to this assessment they identified 3D scanning, MRI and CT methods as being
most ‘accurate’.
In this review we have focused on accuracy with regards to error and uncertainty of measurement. By
identifying an established gold-standard, obtaining studies’ data and performing data simulation we have been
able to numerically quantify the error and uncertainty of eight different methods of breast volume
measurement.

METHODS
SEARCH STRATEGY
A search strategy combining the title/abstract words ("breast volume" OR "breast shape") in proximity to the
title/abstract words (measur* OR accura* OR valid* OR estimat*) was used to locate all papers relating to
breast volume measurement. The searches were run in the following databases from their inception to Dec,
2014: CINAHL Plus with Fulltext (via EBSCOHost), The Cochrane Library (Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Clinical Trials (CENTRAL), Database of Abstracts of Reviews of
Effects (DARE), Cochrane Methodology Register (CMR), Health Technology Assessment Database (HTAD), and
NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED), Embase (via NHS Evidence Search), IEEE Xplore, Medline (via
EBSCOHost), Scopus (Elsevier), SPORTDiscus (via EBSCOHost), Web of Science (all Databases).
Additionally, the British Library Main Catalogue (http://explore.bl.uk/) was searched using the strategy: Main
Title contains "breast volume" OR "breast shape" AND Abstract contains accura* OR measur* OR valid* OR
estimat* / All materials, all dates.
We checked the reference lists from eligible studies to identify further relevant studies. Citation (forwards)
searches were also carried out on included studies to identify further relevant studies.

DATA COLLECTION
All citations were organised in RefWorks software and duplicates were removed. Remaining records were
compiled into a Microsoft Access database within which remaining study selection was independently
performed by SC and JW.
In the title/abstract screening, records were included if it was evident that breast volume was measured and a
measure of accuracy/validity was taken. The remaining records proceeded to full review, where the papers
were judged against the following inclusion criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accuracy of breast volume is assessed
At least ten participants included in the study
Human participants used (no mannequins or phantom breast objects)
Published, peer-reviewed study
A suitable ‘gold-standard’ was used – the volume or mass of resected breast tissue (or fluid)

All studies which met the inclusion criteria proceeded to data extraction.

DATA EXTRACTION

Information was extracted independently by SC and JW using predefined fields. Specifically, the type of goldstandard, number of participants, range of data, the comparator breast volume measurement method(s), the
statistical method(s) of assessing accuracy and the associated value(s).
Because the objective of the review was to establish the accuracy of volume measurement, additional raw
data were sought using three methods: directly from the publication (full disclosure in a results table), directly
from the authors (for publication dates within 10 years) and extraction from published figures (when possible,
using image processing). Two authors published the entirety of their data [32,33] in data tables, which was
used in further statistical analyses. Two authors sent us their original datasets [12,34] and in two studies
[35,36] data was obtained by calculating the position of plotted data points using image processing
techniques. The centroids of each data point were obtained from digital images (in image co-ordinates) and
these were transformed to scaled data values by calculating the scale from the X and Y axes.

DATA ANALYSIS
As an intuitive representation of a method’s accuracy we used a linear regression to calculate expected error
at three different breast volumes: 250, 500 and 1,000 ml – representing the typical range from studies in this
review. The uncertainty of each measurement at these values was not assessed – it was not given in the
majority of cases.
For raw data obtained, we performed a Bland-Altman analysis [37] to calculate the limits of agreement and
linear regression in order to model measurement error at different breast sizes. In cases where proportional
error was apparent, the data were de-trended prior to Bland-Altman analysis, in cases where
heteroscedasticity was apparent, the Bland-Altman data were processed as percentage values (and is
presented as such).
A large number of studies reported correlation coefficients. To gain further insight we used monte-carlo
simulation to estimate measurement uncertainty. We used the r value, number of samples and range of the
data in the following way. Assuming error was normally distributed and homoscedastic, we created 1,000
randomly generated datasets for each study. Each dataset had the same number of data points and nominalrange as the study it represented. In each case we adjusted the standard deviation of the error until the
Pearson’s r of each simulated data-set matched reported values (results are presented in table 2). This gave an
estimate of the 95% confidence intervals of each measurement.
At all stages, any disagreements were discussed and consensus reached through a discussion/investigation of
the literature.

RESULTS
See figure 1 for a document flow chart. The database searches yielded 701 records, and 238 unique records
after removing duplicates. After title/abstract screening, 71 records proceeded to full-text screening, from
which 13 records met the inclusion criteria. A further 2 records were identified from reference and citation
searches, resulting in 15 studies for this review.
Table 1 summarises the results presented in the studies included in this review. The measurement method,
and studies which assessed it, are identified. For each study we present the gold standard used (volume or
mass), the size of the study (n) and all available information regarding accuracy. Accuracy information is split
into three categories: mean error ± 1.96 standard deviations, expected errors at 3 breast sizes (250, 500 and
1,000 ml) and a correlation coefficient r.

Table 2 presents the results from our data simulation of r values for measurement methods assessed in
different studies. Simulated uncertainty (95% uncertainty bounds) are shown with the values used to calculate
them: number of samples, range of values and Pearson’s r.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
The following measurement methods were identified from included studies: anthropometric models [12,13],
immersion in water (referred to as ‘Archimedes’, [12], breast casts [12,32], the Grossman-Roudner cone [12],
computed tomography [38], magnetic resonance imaging [32,34,39], mammography [11,12,36,40,41] and 3D
surface scanning [33,35,42–44].

ASSESSING ERROR
In all but two of the reviewed studies [36,42], measuring accuracy or assessing a breast-volume measurement
tool was a primary objective of the study. A variety of statistical measures were used to assess agreement
between volume measurement methods, with differences between studies. Eight studies [11,36,38–41,43,44]
reported Pearson’s correlation r (Kayar et al.’s [12] r was calculated using intraclass correlation), six
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[13,32,34,35,39,42] reported coefficient of determination r , seven [11,35,39–42,44] reported regression
equations and three studies [39,43,44] used Bland-Altman (table 1).
Figure 2 illustrates that the magnitude of uncertainty of a method often exceeds its mean error. The values in
this figure come directly from Bland-Altman’s limits of agreement or mean differences. Of the measurement
methods used in this review, 3D scanning and mammography were the most favoured with five studies in both
cases. It is worth noting that three 3D scanning studies assess differential, as opposed to absolute, volumes
and one of the mammography studies [41] provided r values only, making in-depth analysis difficult.
In some cases, assessing correlation with the gold standard was the only statistical tool used [13,36,38]. In
these studies, ‘good’ correlation (e.g. pearson’s r > 0.9) was used to justify the use of the measurement
technique.
Two studies assessed measurement repeatability with multiple raters. Mailey et al. [33] had two raters
independently assess the change in volume of the left and right breast after aesthetic breast implants
reporting an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.97 and 0.95 respectively. Losken et al. [43] used two raters
to measure breast volume prior to mastectomy and reported intraclass correlation of 0.97. The measurement
method in both of these studies was optical 3D scanning.

GOLD STANDARD MEASURES
We deemed a ‘gold standard’ comparator to be the mass or volume of removed tissue or fluid. Of the fifteen
included studies, ten used a volume-based gold standard while 5 used mass.
Studies which used a volume-based gold standard took three forms. Seven studies used the Archimedes
method to measure the volume of tissue excised from the breast [12,36,38–40,43,44], one study used the
volume of a surgical implant [33] and two studies measured the volume of milk expressed from [42] or liquid
injected into [35] the breast. It is worth noting that these studies [33,35,42] measured differential rather than
absolute volume.
In studies where the mass of tissue was measured, it was converted to volume by assuming a density value(s)
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of the removed tissue. Of the five authors using this method, two assumed a constant density of 0.958 g/cm
[32,41], two didn’t convert mass to volume, [13,34] and one [11] used a radiologist to assess individual
proportions of fat/water in the breast (based on the classification method of Stomper et al. [45]), varying the
3
3
density accordingly (range 0.916 g/cm to 1.000 g/cm ).

DISCUSSION
METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
Table 3 gives a summary of our findings from this review which are discussed in more detail below according
to the specific method of measurement.

MAMMOGRAPHY
Volume measurement in mammography uses geometric formulae to transform measurements made from the
mammogram into 3D shapes. Kalbhen et al. [11] tested 6 different models and showed that the choice of
formula has a significant effect on error, which in the worst cases is nearly 50%. The earliest use of
mammograms to measure breast volume was by Katariya et al. [40] who used a conical breast model. Other
authors have assessed the same model and the nature of error has varied between studies. Hoe et al. [36] and
Kalbhen et al. [11] (given as method 2 in Tables 1 and 2) found marked proportional error, while Katariya et al.
[40] demonstrated it to be predominantly systematic. Fung et al. [41] assessed the same method but reported
r values and an univariate regression model only. Kalbhen et al. posited that modern mammography
techniques rendered this model of volume calculation redundant due to higher pressures on the breast during
scanning (violating the assumption of a conical breast shape). Fung et al. [41] suggested that the base of large
breasts could be missed from the view – leading to an underestimation of breast volume. A modified model of
breast measurement was proposed by Kalbhen et al. based on a half-elliptical cylinder (given as method 4 in
tables 1 and 2) – also adopted by Kayar et al. [12]. Kalbhen et al. suggest that this model largely eliminates the
proportional error reported for the earlier model but it still contains large amounts of random error according
to the given r value, table 2. Kayar et al. [12] report much lower errors and uncertainties associated with this
model (errors in the region of 20 ml rather than 60 ml and uncertainties of around ± 60.0 ml as opposed to ±
470.0 ml). It is not clear why the reported differences in error are so large, but it is possible the error analysis
of Kalbhen et al. was affected by the much larger range of tested breast sizes (100 – 2,300 ml as opposed to
150 – 1490 ml).

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCANNING
Three-dimensional scanning systems are relatively new (Daly and Hartmann’s study [42] is the earliest and
dates from 1995) and use a wide variety of underlying technologies (O’Connell et al’s review gives a more
detailed appraisal of this technology [47]). Daly and Hartmann [42] used Moiré topography [48] to obtain
surface scans which is limited in view-range and only suitable for women with particular breast shape/size. Yip
et al. [44] used a full-body Cyberware WBX (Cyberware, USA) scanning system which utilised four laser-based
scanning heads with data capture taking 15 seconds. The lengthy data capture process could explain the high
uncertainties associated with this study. The likelihood of postural sway over this time is high and the amount
of sway will vary randomly between participants. Losken et al. [43], Lewis et al. [35] and Mailey et al. [33] use
cameras-based scanning technologies in which the distortion of a projected texture pattern (3DMD systems,
GA, USA, used by Losken and Lewis) or the differential hues from a light source (Portrait 3D, axisthree, FL, USA,
used by Mailey) are used to discern surface information. These systems tend to have very short capture times
(3DMD systems capture in around 50 ms) minimising the effects of postural sway. Of the three studies using
camera based scanning systems, Losken et al. measure absolute breast volume while Mailey et al. and Lewis et
al. report differential volumes. The absolute volume measurements exhibit lower systematic errors (below 3%)
but higher uncertainties (13% and 16% for separate raters) than the studies assessing differential volume. With
surface scanning systems, the difficulty in measuring absolute volume is in defining the invisible chest wall.
When assessing differential volumes, the requirement to define a chest wall disappears and the uncertainty
associated with this process reduces accordingly.

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Fuji et al. demonstrated that computed tomography (CT) scanning has low systematic and random error 29.2 ±
28.1 ml, suggesting that this method is the most accurate of the tested methods. However, as the only study
to assess CT scanning it has a small sample size (11) and data range (180 – 700 ml) making a definitive
conclusion difficult. Furthermore, it is not pragmatic because of irradiation exposure to the women.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
The (absolute) systematic error of MRI volume measurement is lower than 60 ml in all studies with uncertainty
lower than ±150 ml – the most accurate method in this review featured in multiple studies. An advantage of
MRI (and CT) is the ability to delineate the breast region internally and externally through techniques such as
3D maximum intensity projection [39,49]. MRI avoids the X-ray dosage of CT scanning, but the process is
expensive [50] and performed only for a small number of women in routine practice.

LOW-COST METHODS
This review featured several clinical measurement techniques which are simple to implement and low-cost
[12]: plaster cast measurement, Archimedes (water displacement), the Grossman-Roudner cone and
anthropometric models. All of these methods were assessed in a single study [12], only plaster casting [32] and
anthropometric measurement [13] were assessed by other authors. The advantages of these techniques are
simplicity of the approach, low-cost and ease by which they can be incorporated into a treatment pathway.
Their disadvantages are the problems which exist in defining the breast boundary. The Grossman-Roudner
cone has difficulty in including the axillary tail in larger breasts [51]. Casting methods require the breast
boundary to be manually delineated on the inside of the cast’s surface and the breast boundary resulting from
the Archimedes method is dependent on the level of submersion of the breast (creating a flat/planar
extremity).
Despite potential problems, very high accuracy was reported with the Archimedes method, for a simple, lowcost method of measurement this is perhaps surprising. Bulstrode et al. [9] have also assessed the Archimedes
method, reporting poor agreement with mammography. Unfortunately, volumes from mammography also
have high (> ± 200 ml) associated uncertainties [11,36] making a comparison between the studies difficult.
Kovacs et al. [2] compared anthropometric measurement techniques and thermoplastic casting with 3D
scanning and MRI measurement techniques. Correlation between thermoplastic casting and all other methods
was poor, Pearson’s r for, MRI, 3D scanning and anthropometric measurement was 0.762, 0.727 and 0.669
respectively. While correlation is no way to quantify error, correlations between the three other methods
exceeded 0.9 in all cases, suggesting that thermoplastic casting was particularly poor when accounting for
differences in breast volume.

ASSESSING ERROR
This review aims to assess the error associated with breast volume measurement methods – to establish how
confidently measurements can be made and which methods may be preferable. Despite 87% of studies stating
accuracy assessment as a main objective, many authors continue to use the correlation coefficient as the sole
analytical tool, or as justification for the accuracy of their approach. The inappropriate use of correlation to
validate measurement methods has been explored by numerous authors [37,52,53]. We used a datasimulation technique to estimate measurement uncertainty for a given r value (table 2) which showed a
general decrease in uncertainty as r value increases; uncertainty only consistently drops below ± 200 ml for
values above 0.97.
Failing to account for the nature of the error in a measurement system can lead to misrepresentation. Yip et al.
[44] reported a mean error of 46.7 ml with high uncertainty of ± 353.3 ml (at 95% confidence). Visual
examination of the Bland-Altman suggests heteroscedasticity – the magnitude of random error increases with
the size of measurement. It is reasonable to presume that with a proper treatment of the data, the errors of

Yip et al. would be much more favourable. Losken et al. [43] recognise the proportional nature of their
measurement errors and present their Bland-Altman error and limits of agreement as percentage values. Yoo
et al. [34] present a ‘difference percentage value’ as a proportion of the weight of excised tissue.

CLINICAL EFFICACY AND RANDOM ERROR
When determining ‘clinical efficacy’, a measurement system’s random error may be of more significance than
its proportional and systematic components. Two studies in this review used a linear model to correct the
readings of their measurement methods [34,44]. However, when random error is large, correction is
ineffective – the surgeon or clinician must decide what is acceptable [54]. Losken et al. [43] found that their 3D
scanning method is within 10% of their gold-standard 80% of the time, stating 10% as a limit of clinical efficacy
in this case. However, falling outside of these bounds one time in every five is unlikely to be acceptable in
clinical practice. Probst et al. [55] performed an adapted Delphi consensus study to define minimum standards
with regards to volume accuracy and resolution. In a consensus group that included oncoplastic breast
surgeons, reconstructive surgeons and lymphoedema specialists the study suggested a minimum accuracy of
±5% and a resolution of at least 25 cc. Many of the methods in this review only achieve these standards for
breasts larger than 500 cc.
Authors identified many practical limitations which contribute to random error. These include the ability of a
mammogram to fully capture breast tissue [41], 3D scanning systems having problems with ptotic breasts [43]
and irregularities in plaster casting [32]. There are also limitations in gold-standard methods such as a failure
to account for different breast types and densities [34]. Finding consistent ways of positioning the patient and
identifying the breast boundary are important areas of research that will also contribute towards improving
measurement accuracy[12,32–34].
Several authors don’t base the efficacy of a measurement method on quantified performance. Fuji et al. [38]
stated that their tested method (3D computed tomography, 3D CT) “appears to be sufficiently accurate to
provide significant clinical benefit…” however, they present no information regarding the nature of their
system error or how closely 3D CT can measure volume according to a gold-standard. Other authors give
similar conclusions. Hoe et al. [36] state “the method used in this study was validated against a water
displacement technique and shown to be accurate” based on a single r value (0.93) given by 17 samples.

ACCURACY GOLD STANDARDS
While the community accept water displacement volumes of excised breast tissue as gold-standard, the
associated uncertainties should not be dismissed. The weight and volume of breast tissue removed during
mastectomy depends on the surgeon's technique and interpretation of breast boundaries, and is likely to be
variable. Hughes and Lau [56] used water displacement to assess the volume of accurately machined cylinders
of 168 and 336 ml. They found the error of measurement to be 6.50 and 6.00 ml (3.9 and 1.8%) respectively.
Any analysis of agreement should ideally reflect this uncertainty by allowing for error in the standard and
comparator (using a Bland-Altman analyses [37] or Ordinary least products [57] regression for example).
When using breast mass, the value was converted to volume using a single, or variable density value. The
legitimacy of these approaches was not explored in detail although other authors have explored the
relationship between breast weight and volume. Yip et al. [44] correlated the weight and volume of
mastectomy specimens (in a range 158 ml to 2612 ml) finding extremely high correlation (r = 1.00, p < 0.001).
This suggests that a single density value for multiple participants can be used effectively. Parmar et al. [58]
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compared the weight and volume of 69 breast specimens finding an average density of 1.07 g/cm . This
anomalously high value was not directly discussed although it was stated that previous literature states the
3
value should lie between 0.92 and 1.00 g/cm . Given that breast tissue is predominantly water and fat, a value
3
over 1.00 g/cm is unlikely to be correct. The ease and accuracy to which mass can be measured (i.e. on an

electronic scale) may compensate for the imprecision of assuming constant density values – making it
comparable to direct volume measurement as a gold standard.

ACCEPTABILITY
Bulstrode et al. [9] compared five different volume measurement techniques but was excluded from this
review due to a lack of a sufficient gold-standard (reason 5, Figure 1). However, their assessment of the
acceptability of different volume measurement techniques is particularly relevant to this review. They found
that mammography was particularly disagreeable to patients while MRI and the Archimedes method were not
favoured by surgeons. Of the tested methods, anatomical measurements were favoured by both groups (a
simple to execute and non-intrusive procedure). Other authors have been eager to point out advantages of
other techniques, with Kovacs et al. pointing out quick, non-contact 3D scanning is particularly agreeable to
the patient. The feasibility of a measurement technique comes not only from its accuracy but whether it is
accepted by those expected to use it.
There remains no consensus on the appropriate measurement method to assess breast volume. Previous
studies have stated mammography as a comparator as it was the only method which had been compared to
mastectomy specimens[9] –prior to 2005 only mammographic techniques had been assessed against
mastectomy specimens. However, this review shows that while mammography is often part of a patient's
treatment pathway, it has high associated uncertainty, is often not suitable for assessing larger breasts and has
low patient acceptability. Given the recent interest in breast volume measurement (10 of the 16 studies in this
review have been published since 2010) there is a need to ensure appropriate statistical techniques are used
to assess accuracy and to establish acceptable levels of error.

CONCLUSIONS
The available methods to measure breast volume are associated with large (> ± 200 ml) uncertainty in breast
volume, much of this may come from the variability in data acquisition rather than the method itself.
Consistent patient positioning and pose and reliable methods of segmenting breast volume from the chest is
essential in order to lower measurement uncertainty.
The error in measurement of breast volume is complex. It will often contain proportional error and may be
heteroscedastic. Appropriate data processing should be used to ensure the accuracy of a method is best
represented. Performing log-transforms and presenting values as percentages can account for types of error
which change with the size of measurement.
Clinicians must agree on a useful limit of measurement error – inaccuracies can lead to poor decision making
and practice. Losken et al. [43] suggest around 10% of breast volume as a useful limit. Probst et al. [55] found
consensus accuracy values of ±5% and resolution of measurement of 25 cc. Some studies [12,32,34,39,43]
demonstrate accuracy to within 10% of gold-standard for small, medium and large breast sizes. Of the
methods assessed, MRI scanning consistently demonstrated the highest accuracy with three studies reporting
errors lower than 10% for small (250 ml), medium (500 ml) and large (1,000 ml) breasts. However, as a highcost, non-routine assessment other methods may be more appropriate.
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Table 1: A summary of the error information reported in each study. Instead of regression information the expected error at three breast sizes (250, 500, 1000 ml) is
reported.
Measurement Method

Study

Standard N

Expected Error (ml)
Mean error± 1.96 SD* Small (250 ml)

Anthropometric

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

22.0

± 151.4

Longo et al. [13]

M

108

18.4%

±

--

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

-39.7

±

27.2

Rha, Choi, & Yoo [32]

M

20

-61.4

± 311.0

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

-78.8

±

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

-7.1%

Computed tomography

Fuji et al. [38]

V

11

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Liu et al. [39]

V

Yoo, Minn, & Jin [34]

Archimedes

-5.6/-2.2%
-

Corr/Det
2
(r/r )

Medium (500 ml) Large (1,000 ml)
-11.8/2.4%
-

46.7/4.7%
-

0.975
0.73

-12.5/-5.0%

-32.8/-6.6%

-73.6/-7.4%

0.989

-119.16/-47.7%

-40.6/-8.1%

116.5/11.6%

0.629

83.7

-24.93/-10.0%

-70.7/-14.1%

-162.2/-16.2%

0.946

±

20%

-8.9/-3.6%

-47.5/-9.5%

-124.7/-12.5%

0.934

29.2

±

28.1

46
27

57.8
59.2

± 93.1
± 110.7

26.5/10.6%
-18.5/-7.4%

47.8/9.6%
18.2/3.6%

90.3/9.0%
91.7/9.2%

0.936

M

101

-11.2

± 141.4

-19.3/-7.7%

8.8/1.8%

65.0/6.5%

0.880

Rha, Choi, & Yoo [32]

M

20

33.8

± 124.6

17.2/6.9%

32.0/6.4%

61.6/6.2%

0.945

Katariya et al. [40]

V

30

31.5

±

Hoe et al. [36]

V

17

-173.6

Kalbhen et al.[11]

M

36

-

21.0/8.4%

Method 2

M

36

-

53.5/21.4%

Method 3

M

36

-

Method 4

M

36

-

-59.5/-23.8%

-62.0/-12.4%

Method 5

M

36

-

-51.3/-20.5%

-5.5/-1.1%

Casting

Grossman Roudner Cone

Mammography
Method 1

-

17.9

-39.0/-15.6%

± 439.0

-146.4/-58.6%

-

-

-34/-6.8%
-155.8/-31.2%

-

-24/-2.4%

0.985

0.975

-174.6/-17.5%

0.930

180.0/36%

498.0/49.8%

0.924

137.0/27.4%

304.0/30.4%

0.920

-

-67.0/-6.7%
86/8.6%

0.926
0.938
0.896

Method 6
EBV-E

M

36

-

M

83

-

-

-

-

0.977

M

83

-

-

-

-

0.952

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

Daly & Hartmann [42]

Vmlk†

257

Losken et al. ‡[43]

V

19

-2.6%
-1.8%

±
±

Yip et al. [44]

V

39

46.7

± 353.3

Mailey et al.** [33]

Vimp†

22

-5.4%
-6.2%

±
±

27%
31%

-

-

-

0.665
0.646

Lewis et al. [35]

Vliq†

17

38.3

±

87.2

-

-

-

0.219

Fung et al. [41]

EBV-C

3D Scanning

-7.7

±

-39.0/-15.6%

52.7

13%
16%

22.0/4.4%

144.0/14.4%

0.931

-17.6/-7.1%

-10.8/-2.2%

2.8/0.3%

0.997

-27.5/-11.0%

-62.5/-12.5%

-132.5/-13.2%

0.86

63.1/25.2%

55.6/11.1%

40.6/4.1%

0.950

Gold Standards: V = volume of removed tissue, Vmlk = volume of expressed milk, Vimp = volume of inserted implant, Vinj = volume of injected liquid, M = mass of removed
tissue
*All confidence intervals represent 1.96 standard deviations of measurement other than italicized values which represent standard error of measurement
†Volume measured was differential, not absolute
‡Results given by two independent raters
**Left and right breast respectively
.

Table 2: A summary of the size, range and ‘simulated uncertainty’ associated with each study (where possible)
a monte-carlo simulation was used to approximate the 95% confidence intervals of errors representative of
Pearson’s r coefficient
Measurement Method

Study

Standard

N

Range of data
(ml)

r

Simulated
uncertainty (ml)

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

150-1490

0.975

180.25

Longo et al. [13]

M

108

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

150-1490

0.989

118.12

Rha, Choi, & Yoo [32]

M

20

201-910

0.629

550.76

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

150-1490

0.946

272.31

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

150-1490

0.934

300.43

Computed
tomography

Fuji et al. [38]

V

11

180-700

0.985

57.94

Magnetic
Imaging

Liu et al. [39]

V

46
27

180-1300
225-1400

0.938
0.936

243.94
241.31

Yoo, Minn, & Jin [34]

M

101

88-743

0.880

202.16

Rha, Choi, & Yoo [32]

M

20

201-910

0.945

147.28

Katariya et al. [40]

V

30

125-1125

0.975

134.30

Hoe et al. [36]

V

17

350-2120

0.930

743.75

Kalbhen et al.[11]

M

36

100-2300

0.924

529.98

Method 2

M

36

100-2300

0.920

551.41

Method 3

M

36

100-2300

0.926

530.20

Method 4

M

36

100-2300

0.938

474.53

Method 5

M

36

100-2300

0.896

645.98

Method 6

M

36

100-2300

0.931

511.28

M

83

100-1300

0.977

150.01

M

83

100-1300

0.952

222.20

Kayar et al. [12]

V

30

150-1490

0.997

60.70

Daly & Hartmann [42]

Vmlk†

257

==

Losken et al. [43]

V

19

200-1200

==

Yip et al. [44]

V

39

158-2612

0.950

Mailey et al. [33]

Vimp†

22

==

0.646
0.665

Lewis et al. [35]

Vliq†

17

==

Anthropometric

Archimdedes
Casting

Grossman
Cone

Roudner

Resonance

Mammography
Method 1

EBV-E

Fung et al. [41]

EBV-C

3D Scanning

471.13

Table 3. A summary of the methods assessed in this review with regards to general accuracy and practical
considerations, according to the method of measurement.
Method

Considerations

Associated accuracy

3D Scanning

Many possible systems exist, shorter
(< 1 s) capture times are best. The
method used to recreate the internal
chest wall can affect accuracy.

High accuracy when measuring absolute
volumes but larger uncertainties.
Uncertainties are lower when measuring
differential volume

Anthropometric
measurement

A simple method favoured
patients and surgeons.

by

Good accuracy for a low-cost method but
high levels of uncertainty. Only one study
in this review.

Archimedes, water
displacement

The method inherently assumes a
planar, internal chest wall.

Very mean accuracy for a low-cost
method but only one study in this review.
It has shown poor agreement with
mammography in previous studies.

Casting

Low-cost
but
time-consuming.
Results can vary depending on the
boundary of the breast chosen by
the surgeon.

Lower accuracy and large uncertainty.
Has correlated poorly with other
methods
(MRI,
3D
scanning,
anthropometric) in other studies.

Computed
Tomography

High cost, radiation exposure,
internal/external breast delineation.

Very mean accuracy and uncertainty
values. Only one study in this review

Grossman Roudner
Cone

Misses the axillary tail in larger
breasts.

Good accuracy for a low-cost method but
high uncertainty. Only one study in this
review

Magnetic Resonance
Imaging

High cost, internal/external breast
delineation.

The most accurate method in this review
featured in multiple studies

Mammography

A variety of geometric formulae
available, the choice has a significant
effect on error. A half-elliptical
cylinder is recommended for modern
mammography.

Mixed reports. Errors vary greatly in
magnitude and nature (proportional,
systematic). The large errors in some
studies may be due to the larger breast
sizes assessed.

Figure 1. From 701 identified records, 15 were eligible for full review. Ninety-four records were excluded for
the following reasons. Reason 1: The study did not include an assessment of breast volume. Reason 2: The
study used fewer than 10 participants. Reason 3: The study did not use human participants. Reason 4: The
study was not peer-reviewed. Reason 5: The study did not use a sufficient gold-standard.

Figure 2. A summary of the systematic error and uncertainty associated with different methods of breast volume measurement.

